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Whilst static maps have long been used by planters to portray management information, new GIS technology incorporating modern Global Positioning System equipment can be used to produce affordable digitized maps. An agronomy database, however, is required to provide the necessary information for plotting key agronomic information in spatial analysis maps. Dynamic links must be established between the GIS and the agronomy database so that up-to-date maps can be produced as required. This paper describes how "live links" can be established between an agronomic database and a GIS application to provide managers with an agronomy management information system. Each time a map is required, data is extracted from a regularly updated database containing all key agronomic information and stored in a data table. GIS software is used to generate maps from pre-defined map templates (e.g., for yield analysis, leaf data, soil fertility parameters) that plot data contained in the data table. Such maps can be used to pin-point and monitor areas where agronomic problems require remedial attention.

The GIS system is now in use in major plantation companies in Malaysia, Indonesia and Papua New Guinea covering an area of about 200,000 ha.
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